
Christmas Lesson 
for primary school

Elementary



Task 1. 


Look at the cards and repeat the words.
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Task 2. 

Mime Christmas words and guess in turns.
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Task 3. 


Listen to the  and fill in the gaps.song
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1.                     the Christmas tree.


Fa la la la la, la la la la.


2.                    canes for you and me.


Fa la la la la, la la la la.


Hang the 3.                   , 1, 2, 3.


Fa la la, la la la, la la la.


Wrap the 4.                    happily.


Fa la la la la, la la la la.


On a 5.                    ride, go, go, go.


Fa la la la la, la la la la.


Make a 6.                   , throw, throw, throw.


Fa la la la la, la la la la.

Kiss beneath the 7.                   .


Fa la la, la la la, la la la.


8.                   's laughing, "Ho, ho, ho!"


Fa la la la la, la la la la.


Christmas 9.                    comes soon, hooray!


Fa la la la la, la la la la.


Santa Claus is on the way.


Fa la la la la, la la la la.


Lots of presents in his sleigh.


Fa la la, la la la, la la la.


I can't wait 'til 10.                    Day.


Fa la la la la, la la la la.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZpJCgTx_auc


Task 4. 


Draw a line on the Christmas words to find your present.
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Eve

cat

Santa

pencil

apple

jeans

rabbit

chair

decorate

parrot

sofa

stocking

reindeer

sleigh

house

chicken

hat

book

snowman

mistletoe

bag

pen

bed

pumpkin 

present



Task 5.


Read and guess the words.
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Task 6. 

Running dictation.
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Task 7. 

Draw a Christmas tree.
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Keys
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Task 3 Task 4

1. decorate

2. candy

3. stockings

4. presents

5. sleigh

6. snowball

7. mistletoe

8. Santa

9. Eve

10. Christmas


